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Why isn’t it coming out yet?

Although the team of the Gods Laboratory is super powerful, it is stronger than the ancient Garrison
Clan of the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion.

Picking out one at random will make it too strong.

All the major forces in Daxia are crushed and killed…

Powerful ones comparable to Mr. X, and Lucifer the Clown the Great are even more dominant.

Even some of their weapons are terrifying.

The overall combat effectiveness is terrifying to the extreme.

This is also the reason why Mr. X has been so slow to take action.

Because they are too strong, they don’t want to expose their strength in advance.
It is enough to deal with these Leviathan legions of Tiance Mansion.

Their group of powerhouses and the main gods are waiting to deal with Daxia’s two types of legendary
existences.

It won’t be wasted at other moments.

It can be seen how strong they are.

But right.

Far from achieving what Levi Garrison wanted!

Levi Garrison was going to deal with the chief priest, that was the opponent he wanted.

Therefore, Mr. X’s group is meaningless to him.

He also cannot expose force in this place in advance.

Wasted on them.

Where is the main priest?

come out faster!

Levi Garrison waited anxiously.

Ten minutes passed.

It seemed that all the army of the Gods Laboratory had come out in the capital base.

There are no more people.

This disappointed Levi Garrison.

Sure enough, waited for a while.

No one came out.

And Mr. X led the army and a large number of equipment to evacuate.

Could it be said that the main gods will not come out?

Levi Garrison is unwilling!

The real threat to the Lab of the Gods is still the chief priest!

Nothing else to be afraid of!

In other words, Levi Garrison can solve it.

therefore.

Levi Garrison thought about it.

Started to jump down.

After wandering in the capital base of the Gods Laboratory for a while, quietly entered it.

He wanted to see if the main priest was among them…

Along the way.

Was shocked by this underground castle.

advanced!

Technology!

…

This is unprecedented.

Even Levi Garrison felt like seeing the world.

Too advanced.

The ten streets of the world’s major countries…

But along the way, the equipment was emptied.

It seems that they are going to abandon this base.

Nothing will be left…

Is the main priest really not here?

Levi Garrison began to tremble a little.

He went deep all the way.

It looks like emptying everywhere.

The chief priest even couldn’t even see the roots.

Soon he probably walked the entire base all over.

Came to the main control place.

Levi Garrison examined it carefully.

Suddenly, his face changed drastically.”not good!”

Levi Garrison’s eyes widened, and his hair stood up! ! !

He saw a device similar to the detonation countdown in the main control place!

The Lab of the Gods is about to abandon this base.

They are completely emptied!

In order to erase all traces, we must destroy this place!

“They want to destroy this place!”

Levi Garrison understood.

But this time is already slow.

The countdown has come.

He can’t avoid it!

“No, they are going to destroy the entire capital!!!”

At the moment when the destruction was approaching, Levi Garrison understood.

After the withdrawal of their large forces from the Lab of the Gods, they not only wanted to erase the
traces of the base, but also to destroy the entire capital.

So the detonator they left here is too horrible.

The power of this weapon is unprecedented!

Levi Garrison felt the terrifying energy, this is the power that can turn the entire capital into purgatory!

“Rumble…”

In bursts of earth-shattering explosions, this base was destroyed.

This huge explosion.

Make the entire capital shake, everywhere like a big earthquake.

Every corner of the huge capital witnessed this big explosion.

